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Featured Application: Results of this work provides an effective reference method for the
evaluation of API in airport construction, operation and management ,and the same time, the
results of this work provides certain decision-making reference for the general public to choose
travel time and transportation mode.
Abstract: Air passenger traffic prediction is crucial for the effective operation of civil aviation
airports. Despite some progress in this field, the prediction accuracy and methods need further
improvement. This paper proposes an integrated approach to the prediction of air passenger index
as follows. Firstly, the air passenger index is defined and classified by the K-means clustering
method. Based on the mutual information (MI) principle, the information entropy is used to
analyze and select the key influencing factors of air passenger travel. By incorporating the MI
principle into the support vector regression (SVR) framework, this paper presents an innovative
MI-SVR machine learning model used to predict the air passenger index. Finally, the proposed
model is validated by passenger throughput data of the Shanghai Pudong International Airport,
China. The experimental results prove the model feasibility and effectiveness by comparing them
with conventional methods, such as ARIMA, LSTM, and other machine learning models,
outperformed by the MI-SVR model. Besides, it is shown that the prediction effect of each model
could be improved by introducing influencing factors based on mutual information. The main
findings are considered instrumental to the airport operation and air traffic optimization.
Keywords: airport operation and management; air passenger index(API) prediction; machine
learning(ML); mutual information(MI); support vector regression (SVR); K-Means

1. Introduction
The global ‘digital divide” status quo is quickly changing with the progress in artificial
intelligence (AI) technologies and their application area expansion. The heart of AI technologies is
machine learning (ML), which has branched into shallow and deep learning [1]. Examples of
shallow ML models are the support vector machine (SVM) invented by Cortes and Vapnik [2] in
1995, and neural networks (NN). Numerous shallow ML models have been deployed in many
research fields, including speech and natural language processing, computer vision, and public
opinion mining [3-7]. The linear and nonlinear shallow models have gained impressive results in
regression and prediction studies, including the prediction of airport passenger throughput with
high accuracy [8-10]. Such linear models as autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [10]
and gray model (GM) [11] have achieved significant predictive results. However, nonlinear models,
including the BP-neural network [12], recurrent neural network (RNN) [13], long- and short-term
memory network (LSTM) [14-16], and support vector regression (SVR) [17-21] were found to be
more robust than linear ones due to their strong fault-tolerance levels.
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Current airport passenger throughput prediction literature portrays the predominance of
research output from mature western aviation markets. These markets possess high statistical
regularity [9,40], and therefore, predictive models used may not generally be appropriate for
emerging markets. To overcome the statistical irregularity in developing markets, the mutual
information (MI) principle of the probability and information theories, which reflects not only linear
but also a nonlinear correlation between variables is used in this study for the airport passenger
throughput prediction for the Shanghai Pudong International Airport (PVG), which is a typical
international hub airport in mainland China. The superior predictive capacity of blended MI and ML
models is discussed in the literature [22, 23]. Using the achievements of prior studies, this paper not
only focuses on passenger throughput of civil aviation airports but also processes ancillary data
related to passenger throughput, to obtain a comprehensive visual representation of air passenger
travel. Based on relevant literature, the current study combines the information theory knowledge
with the SVR method and calculates MI to enable the selection of key influencing travel
characteristics to build the blended MI-SVR model. The main goal of this blended model
development is to achieve a better forecast that accurately guides passengers' choice of travel time,
given the selected influencing features of air travel.
ML methods are more and more widely applied to air passenger transportation. In terms of
route flow, the gray model is used for route passenger flow prediction [24], while classical neural
network models and other blended models are exploited for the hybrid prediction of airport
passenger and freight route flows [25]. The regional aviation passenger flow aspect is covered by the
neural networks and SVR models [9], which effectively predict the regional aviation market trends
of the short- and long-term passenger flow. The effective strategy, which allows a regional aviation
company to increase the hub passenger flow influence in the existing route network, was proposed
[21]. Air passenger flow characteristics are quite accurately predicted based on the time sequence
columns [5,15,16,19] and nonlinear vector autoregressive neural network [9]. In study [26]. the
comprehensive gray correlation method was adopted to analyze the factors influencing air
passenger volume, identify the main ones, and elaborate the respective multiple regression model.
As follows from the above brief survey, the attempts to improve the model prediction accuracy in
this field involve either a refinement of a particular single model or blending of several models, to
achieve better results.
The MI approach can reflect both linear and nonlinear correlations between variables. The
efficiency of feature selection based on MI [22, 27] and ML field [23, 39-40] is well-known. In contrast
to the previous studies, this paper analyzes the passenger throughput of a civil aviation airport and
processes the passenger throughput as the basic data. Thus, it can directly reflect the travel situation
on air passenger flow and provide auxiliary data for the monthly decision-making of civil aviation
airport’s operation service. Besides, available methods mostly take into account the accumulated
historical data and neglect other related factors that affect the travel of air passengers. Based on the
research of other scholars, this paper introduces the knowledge of information entropy and SVR
method, selects key influencing factors through the calculation of mutual information to build an
ML prediction model, to find a better prediction method for the travel schedule selection by
passengers choose and provide the relevant reference basis.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 clarifies the research topics and
methods to address them; section 3 introduces the MI and SVR theory and then presents the blended
MI-SVR model. Section 4 analyzes the passenger throughput and weather data of the Shanghai
Pudong International Airport (PVG), China, to verify the MI-SVR model's feasibility and
effectiveness and assess the PVG air passenger index. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses
future research avenues.
2. Research Tops
The rising demand for civil aviation airports has created enormous operation and management
databases that exhibit significant differences between particular airports. Therefore, it is crucial to
identify the contextual factors of particular airport’s service capabilities that would facilitate the
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provision of required support to airports’ operations and management and furnish solutions for the
public air traffic optimization. This implies the necessity to convert the raw data on passenger
throughput to the air passenger index (API), which takes into account the airport’s capacity and
variability in passenger traffic volumes. The following definitions provide the mathematical
representation of API and the level of air passenger index (LAPI).
Air passenger index (API): Setting the value of as the airport passenger throughput per unit
period, the API for this period is defined as X t* :

X t* =

X t − X min
X max − X min

(1)

where X min and X max are the minimum and maximum numbers of air passengers per unit time,
respectively, while X t* varies between 0 and 1.

 p1 , p2 , p3 pt  is the API sequence set of multiple
time units. After clustering, the generated cluster  Nt  is a collection of data objects. The value is
Level of air passenger index (LAPI):Set

the data element of each cluster after clustering. If the API's unit period is one month, and the
airport’s monthly API is X t* , the level of air passenger index (LAPI) is derived as:

NX*
t

1, pt  (0, i) 


2, pt  (i, j ) 


= 3, pt  ( j, k ) 


...


 N , pt  ( ,1) 

Where p1 , p2 , pt are time units, while i , j , k ,

(2)

 are cluster boundary values.

The API and LAPI indexes of civil aviation airports are instrumental in optimizing their
operation and management solutions and improving their services. They are incorporated into the
blended MI-SVR model elaborated in this study.
3. Related Theory and Model Elaboration
3.1. Mutual Information Theory
The information entropy is a key indicator in the information theory, which was introduced by
Shannon in 1948[28] based on the following concept: the more ordered is a system, the smaller is its
information entropy and vice versa. Therefore, information entropy can be used to measure the
degree of system uncertainty (or degree of ordering) [28-31]. Information entropy can be derived via
the following formula:
n

H ( X ) = − P ( xi ) log 2 P ( xi )

(3)

i =1

where P ( xi ) is the probability of sample xi , and n is the number of samples. It can be seen that the
smaller is the occurrence probability of an event, the higher are the information uncertainty and
entropy values.
Let the joint probability distribution of the random vector ( X , Y ) be pij , then the
two-dimensional joint entropy of vector ( X , Y ) is:
n

m

H ( X , Y ) = − pij log pij

(4)

i =1 j =1

Assuming that the joint probability distributions of
conditional entropy can be defined as:

X and Y are pi and p j , respectively, the
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pij
p

j

(5)

pij
pi

Thus, MI can be expressed as an entropy value for which the variable
the occurrence of the variable Y (or X ).

X (or Y ) is reduced due to

I ( X ;Y ) = H ( X ) − H ( X | Y )
= H (Y ) − H (Y | X )
= H ( X ) + H (Y ) − H ( X , Y )

(6)

By combining formulas (3)-(6), the complete expression of MI can be reduced to the following
form:
pij
(7)
I ( X ; Y ) =  pij log 2
pi p j
i, j
3.2. Support Vector Regression (SVR)
The support vector regression (SVR) is a widely used ML prediction method, which adopts the
principle of minimizing structural risk rather than minimizing empirical risk. This allows one to
effectively mitigate numerous problems, such as “dimensional disaster” and traditional pattern
recognition [17-19,32-36]. The general linear regression model can be expressed as follows：

f ( x) = wT x + b

(8)

where w is the normal vector of the API input vector, and b is the deviation value. The loss
value is zero only when f ( x ) is exactly the same as the true value. In this study, In the actual air
passenger index forecast, it is impossible to predict the exact value of each day accurately. However,
the SVR model “softens” the prediction result, allowing a certain error between the predicted and
actual values, which is equivalent to forming a prediction error isolation band with a width of 2* 
at the center of the prediction value, falling into the isolation band. If the API value prediction is
accurate, the loss is 0, and the API input vector closest to the isolation zone constitutes its "support
vector." Noteworthy is that minimizing the loss requires maximizing the sum of the distances
between the two sets of support vectors and the prediction center, which can be achieved by
minimizing the Euclidean norm of the normal vector w . Thus, the SVR concept can be expressed as
m
1
min w2 + C l ( f ( xi ) − yi ) , C  0
2
i =1

(9)

where C is a regularization constant for performing a compromise calculation on the front and the
back. The former term (front) indicates that all predicted values fall within the error range, as much
as possible in the model structure. The latter (back) applies the  -insensitive loss function to
characterize the fit between the model prediction effect and the actual passenger volume data.
if | z | 
0
l ( z) = 
(10)
| z | − otherwise
In the actual API data, a certain value may exceed the normal trend due to external reasons and
become an outlier. In this case, the "hard interval" defined above is no longer applicable. Therefore,
in the case of serious deviations from the actual value, slack variables  i and  i * are introduced as
"softening" intervals, which reduces the problem formulation to the following form:
m
1
min || w ||2 +C  (i − i* )
2
i =1


 f ( xi ) − yi   + i
s.t. 
*

 yi − f ( xi )   + i

(11)

i = 1, 2,..., m; i , i*  0

Using the dual principle and introducing Lagrangian multipliers  i and  i* , the SVR's dual
problem can be formulated as in [37]:
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1 m m
 yi (i* − i )( *j +  j )xiT x j
2 i =1 j =1

(12)

m

s.t. ( i* −  i ) = 0, 0   i* ,  i  C
i =1

When the predicted value of the API falls into the

-soft zone,  i and  i* can be the non-zero

value. Insofar as the predicted value cannot simultaneously fall into two opposite areas, at least one
of the parameters  i or  i* is 0. Finally, the SVR regression prediction function [37] can be expressed
as:
m

f ( x) =  ( i* −  i ) xiT x + b

(13)

i =1

m

b = yi +  − ( j −  *j ) xTj xi

(14)

j =1

For the API time series data with a nonlinear trend, the SVR can map the sample to the
high-dimensional space through the nonlinear mapping function  ( x) , and then replace the inner
vector product of the high-dimensional space  ( xi )   ( x j ) with the kernel function K ( xi , x j ) .The
most commonly used kernel function is the Gaussian radial basis kernel function(RBF) [37], which
can be expressed as follows:

K ( xi , x j ) = exp(−

|| xi − x j ||2
2 2

)

where gamma is the Gaussian radial basis kernel function parameter ( gamma =

(15)
1
) and
2 2

  0 is the Gaussian kernel bandwidth.
The RBF function application improves the SVR nonlinear prediction ability. Eventually, the SVR regression
function takes the following form [37]:
m

f ( x) =  ( i* −  i )K ( x, xi ) + b

(16)

i =1

3.3. Model Elaboration
Based on the preliminary data preprocessing, the raw data were converted into the
corresponding information entropy value. All data were then normalized to permit the elimination
of dimensions in the data unrelated to the API. These dimensions/factors were defined as those with
small influence according to the ranking of MI values. Next, the key influencing factors were
selected to set the ML model's foundation based on the MI principle and improve the prediction
given smaller dimensions. The graphical representation of the MI-SVR model elaboration procedure
is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. MI-SVR model elaboration process and its application to API prediction
The following steps were required for constructing the MI-SVR model for the API prediction.
Step1： According to the API's definition in section 2, airport passenger throughput data were
processed to get the original sequence  X t  .
Step2: The influencing factors of API were transformed into information entropy, and then the
standardized information entropy was obtained by standardizing (normalizing) the fixed unit
length of the converted data.
Step3: According to the mathematical definition of API in section 2, the air passenger
throughput data were converted into the API sequence as {X t* } .
Step4: The K-means method was used to cluster API and influencing factors (maximum
temperature, minimum temperature, wind force, and wind direction) when forming different
clusters.
Step5: The standardized information entropy of each influencing factor, and its MI value with
LAPI was calculated.
Step6: According to the characteristics of MI value and the correlation, the factors with high MI
values were selected. These factors were introduced into the elaborated MI-SVR model to predict the
API.
4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. Numerical Experiments
4.1.1. Data Acquisition and Processing
Using the API definition in Section 2, the raw data was considered representative and suitable
for modeling without missing values. First, the data had to be converted into the form consistent
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with the constructed model's input dimension. In our case, the original passenger throughput values
were converted to API. The dataset used in this paper included the complete raw data on daily
passenger throughput, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, weather, wind direction,
and wind power for the Shanghai Pudong International Airport (PVG), China, which covered 20
months from January 1, 2017, and August 31, 2018. The weather, wind direction, and wind power
data had a textual format, while the temperature data were graded to indicate different temperature
levels. The data conversion results are summarized in Table1.
Table 1. Data preprocessing correspondence table and pre-processing raw data from this table
Maximum
temperature

Minimum
temperature

Wind power

Weather

Wind direction
No sustained

2-10（cold）

-3-4（Very cold）

Level 1-2

Sunny/Cloudy

11-17（Micro cold）

5-10（cold）

Level 2-3

Cloudy

East Wind

18-25（Moderate）

11-17（Micro cold）

Level 3-4

Light Rain

South Wind

26-32（Micro heat）

18-24（Moderate）

Level 4-5

Shower

West Wind

33-40（heat）

25-31（Micro heat）

Level 5 or higher

Rain

North Wind

Heavy Rain

Southeast Wind

Rainstorm

Northeast Wind

wind direction

Southwest Wind
Northwest Wind

For the airport data modeling based on the theory of information entropy, we converted the
five categories of data into their corresponding information entropy values. Then, the total
passenger throughput data were calculated according to formula (1), and the standardized
passenger volume value was classified as the API by the K-means clustering algorithm. The
classification results are listed in Table 2. Finally, the MI values of the transfer passenger travel index
level and the five key influencing factors were calculated separately. The latter factors controlling
the API were the maximum temperature, minimum temperature, wind direction, weather, and wind
power. The MI values of these factors in the API are given in Table 3.
Table 2. Using K-means clustering algorithm to classify API , and the API is finally divided into 5 levels.
Level

Travel Index Range

Description

1

0-0.13

Smooth

2

0.13-0.35

Less Smooth

3

0.35-0.52

A little Congestion

4

0.52-0.79

Congestion

5

0.79-1

Severe Congestion

Table 3. MI between influencing factor and the API, and the ranking of the MI values.
Influencing factor

Mutual information value with air
passenger index

Rank

Maximum temperature

0.616

1

Minimum temperature

0.534

2

Weather

0.249

4

Wind direction

0.290

3

Wind power

0.136

5
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From the Table 3, it can be concluded that the least impact on the API is wind power. Through
statistical analysis of wind factors, it was revealed that the proportion of wind level above level 5 is
only 2.3%, while nearly 88% of the data is not higher than level 3 (level 3-4). Therefore, the impact of
wind power on the nearly API is relatively small.
4.1.2. Error Analysis Method
To analyze the model prediction results, we used the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
and root mean square error (RMSE), which can be derived via the following equations:

MAPE =

and

yi − yi*

i =1

yi



RMSE =

where

n

n

100%

(17)

1 n
* 2
 ( y − yi )
n i =1 i

(18)

are the actual and predicted values, respectively.

4.2. Discussion
4.2.1. Selection of key factors
The RMSE and MAPE values obtained via the MI-SVR model were 0.1030 and 11.44% for the
maximum temperature as a single influencing factor. Those for the minimum temperature were
0.1016 and 11.18%, respectively. The minimum temperature effect was found to be slightly higher
than that of the maximum one. The analysis also showed that the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the maximum and minimum temperatures was 0.581, and a close correlation within the
99% confidence interval was observed.
From Table 3, it can be concluded that wind power had the least impact on the API. The wind
power factor's statistical analysis revealed that the share of recorded wind power above level 5 was
only 2.3%, while the remaining 88% of the data corresponded to levels 3 and 4. Therefore, the wind
power effect on the API was relatively weak.
Given these findings, three key influencing factors, namely the minimum temperature,
weather, and wind direction, were selected for incorporation into the forecast of the airline
passenger travel index to get more accurate prediction results.
The experimental data used in this study were subdivided into two parts. The first part covered
19 months (577 days) of API data from January 1, 2017, to July 31, 2018, and was applied to the
model training. The second part covered the remaining month (August 1-31, 2018) of the dataset and
was adopted as a test set for verifying the model fitting effect. The numerical experiments were
realized via the Python 3.6 software and produced some noteworthy results. After numerous
numerical experiments, it is found that when the specific parameters of the model were set at certain
values, the error terms of the overall effect of both the training and test sets reached their minimum
values. The model-related parameter settings are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. SVR model parameter setting.
Kernel
function

Gamma in kernel
function

Penalty
parameter C



RBF

0.64

6000

0.1

4.2.2. Comparative Experimental Analysis
The proposed blended MI-SVR model was tested with the account of influencing factors and
without their account (as a single SVR model). For comparison, commonly used LSTM and ARIMA
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single model, as well as their blended variants, namely the GM(1, 1)-BPNN and SVR-ARIMA
models [20, 21], were applied to the training and test datasets. The actual and predicted values of the
above six prediction models were calculated, as shown in Figure 2, where the left part of the black
dotted line depicts the respective model fitting effect on the training set, and the right part
corresponds to the prediction results on the test set. The MI-SVR model outperformed the LSTM and
ARIMA single models, which only met the general trend of the data but did not fit well with the
higher and lower values. The blended MI-SVR model had a better prediction effect than single
models by introducing the conditional entropy of influencing factors.

(a) ARIMA

(b) ARIMA + Conditional Entropy

(c) LSTM

(d) LSTM + Conditional Entropy

(e) SVR

(f) SVR + Conditional Entropy

Figure 2. Comparison of actual and predicted values of the different model

The MAPE and RMSE values of the six models calculated via Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively,
are listed in Table 5 and Table 6. It is seen that all blended models had a better prediction effect than
single ones and others blended variants models, such as GM(1, 1)-BPNN and SVR-ARIMA models.
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Table 5. RMSE and MPAE comparison of different models.
Model

RMSE

MAPE

SVR+ influencing factors (MI-SVR)

0.0785

8.04%

LSTM+ influencing factors

0.1053

11.86%

ARIMA+ influencing factors

0.1060

11.66%

SVR

0.1031

11.33%

LSTM

0.1064

12.10%

ARIMA

0.1093

12.09%

Table 6. Comparison with the prediction effect of others blended variants model.
Model

RMSE

MPAE

SVR-ARIMA

0.0981

10.41%

GM(1,1)-BPNN

0.1032

11.45%

MI-SVR

0.0785

8.04%

In summary, since MI is the random event correlation analysis method, the mutual information
value can track the existence of a potential relationship. Thus, screening key influencing factors for
API prediction based on MI provided the necessary conditions for improving the model’s predictive
accuracy. After the analysis of each model and the introduction of the highest temperature, the
lowest temperature, and the wind direction as influencing factors, the overall prediction effect of
each model was significantly improved. It is noteworthy that the MI-SVR model designed in this
paper had the best prediction accuracy among other tested single or blended prediction models.
4.2.3. Air Traffic Volume Analysis
The developed MI-SVG model was applied to analyze the API evolution in the Shanghai
Pudong International Airport (PVG) during a more extended period, namely 130 months, from
January 2008 to October 2018. For brevity's sake, only the most prominent features, which are
considered instrumental in guiding operational and managerial decisions, are presented in this
study. Figure 3 depicts the LAPI values in each month.

Figure 3. The Level of Air Passenger Index (LAPI) of PVG from January 2008 to October 2018sssss

✓

January and February of each year correspond to the “dead season” of the PVG airport,
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and their API values are the lowest, which closely correlates with the Chinese New Year
festivities. This period can be used by the airport management for performing expansion
or upgrade works on its core and ancillary facilities.
Fairly stable API values are observed in the period from March to June, November, and
December. These months are relatively busy months for major airlines.
The busiest period for each year is from July to October. From a global standpoint, this
period corresponds to the summer vacation travel period. From a local standpoint, this
period is the most lucrative for Shanghai's major tourist attractions.

5. Conclusions and Future Research Avenues
5.1. Conclusions
The current study attempts to deal with the operational and managerial challenges induced by
the airport passenger throughput increase. To achieve this objective, the data on airport passenger
throughput were converted into the corresponding API and LAPI values. They were evaluated by
the K-means clustering method, which indicates the passenger flow at civil aviation airports. The
LAPI provides certain decision-making references for the general public to choose travel time and
transportation options.
Aiming at the prediction of API in civil aviation airports, this paper proposes a blended MI-SVR
model, takes account of the key influencing factors for improving the prediction results. Influencing
factors selected in this study includes minimum temperature, weather conditions, and wind
direction. By way of experimental simulation, the model was verified on the daily passenger
throughput data of PVG. The prediction results of the proposed MI-SVR model were compared with
those of such popular ML prediction models, such as LSTM, ARIMA, SVR-ARIMA, and
GM(1,1)-BPNN models. The main findings of the comparison results are as follows:
(1) The results provided by the proposed model outperform other tested single or blended
models by the overall prediction accuracy;
(2) The MI-based influencing factors of API prediction are scientifically viable;
(3) In contrast to single (LSTM and ARIMA) models and blended (SVR-ARIMA and
GM(1,1)-BPNN) models, the proposed MI-SVR model achieved relatively better prediction results;
(4) The LAPI evolution at PVG conforms to the rising annual population patterns.
Finally, the MI-SVR model provides an effective reference method for evaluating API in airport
construction, operation, and management. For example, the maintenance schedule of airport
facilities and equipment, ground service, and aircraft allocation can be optimized with API. This will
relieve both airport operators and managers, as well as passengers, of possible performance
deterioration.
5.2. Future Research Avenues
In the follow-up studies, more data would be collected and processed to establish a dynamic air
trip prediction model. Besides, more datasets, such as high-speed trains network, highway network,
air traffic control, and origin-destination demand, will be incorporated into the methodological
framework. Furthermore, we plan to investigate the applicability of this methodology to datasets of
other civil airports. We also encourage other researchers to explore these directions for civil aviation
development.
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